application note

Waste water treatment :
pH in Stabilisation-Digestion

8350 probe

9135 transmitter
8380 probe
1. THE PROCESS
This is the phase where the sludges coming from processes such
as primary and secondary clarification will be treated, generaly just
before thickening operations.
The treated sludges are generaly used for :
Ø

agriculture

Ø

incineration

Ø

dumping

At least for agriculture & dumping, the sludges must be low in
fermentable organic matter : they must be stabilised. They are 3
ways to do that :
Ø aerobic stabilisation
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Ø

chemical stabilisation

Ø

anaerobic stabilisation (digestion)

Aerobic stabilisation consists in multiplying the microorganism activity, until they oxydise
themselves (doesn’t work at low temperature).
The chemical stabilisation consists in killing the bacterias in just increasing the pH until 11
by lime injection : the advantage is that it is a cheap process.
Digestion is used when there is a high level of organic matters : this is made in a reactor
under the following conditions :
Ø

pH between 6,8 & 7,2

Ø

temperature : 35°C

Ø

retention time : 3 weeks

One advantage of digestion is the production of methane, which can be used as a source of
energy for the plant.

2. Interest of pH measurement
Difficulties to be solved
Ø Interest :
As indicated hereover, the pH must be within a fixed range for an efficient chemical
stabilisation & digestion. Some users will therefore need to control directly that parameter,
but it is not mandatory.
Ø Difficulties :
For the chemical stabilisation, the medium is dirty and a way to clean the sensor will be
appreciated.
For the digestion, the process occurs in a closed reactor and a retractable system is needed.
Here also, the medium is quite dirty. The temperature has also to be measured.

3. Chemical stabilisation : pH loop : 9135 + 8350 immersion
Ø System configuration :
It is made of 3 parts in standard: the 9135 transmitter + the 8350 combined sensor with its
10m cable + an immersion probe equiped with a loose flange (3 lengthes are proposed).
These complete loops can be ordered under the following references:
9135/P06/1 or 9135/P06/2 : 0.5 m immersion
9135/P07/1 or 9135/P07/2 : 1 m immersion
9135/P08/1 or 9135/P08/2 : 1.5 m immersion
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